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ABSTRACT
A mobile home-land intelligent System's technology
“H-LIST for monitoring suspicious terrorist activities and

for tracking biological and chemical gases, and explosives,

including detection of Stationary and portable weapons of
mass destruction Such that are likely carried on the body of
a terrorist perSon or Suicide bombers, or that are likely
planted in a parked vehicle or carried inside a moving
vehicle, wherein a Sensory platform is made effective in a
jacket worn by officers, Security officers, bus drivers, host
esses and the like for Sensing deadly gases and explosives
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while patrolling a defined E.
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is attached on a waistbelt worn by at least Security perSonnel
and connected to the Sensory jacket output connection by at
least a wireleSS means for empowering the Sensory platform
on the outfit and for receiving Signal communication wire
lessly indicative of detecting a Sensed agent. Detected Sig
nals are transported wirelessly through radio frequency
Signals to a central Security monitoring Station to enable
initiating for at least a backup Security perSonnel or agents
to the vicinity of the detection. The sensors are multifunc
tional and coded to recognize wavelike pattern of gases and
explosives through generated radio wave frequencies from a
transmitter and modulated by a frequency-modulating
receiver.
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HOME-LAND INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY "H-LIST"
PURPOSE

0001 Enable digital combat on a battlefield
0002 To advance homeland security technology
into randomly patrol mobile System
0003) To keep airport perimeters and access under
Secured Security control System
0004 Safeguard personnel against bacterial caused
by the launching of weapons of mass destructions.
0005 To reduce the hassles involve in airport secu
rities and procedures while also improving and Safe
guarding the lives of occupants.
0006 To monitor battlefield personnel, the heart
beat, and their respiratory System.
0007 To monitor battlefield enemies, the move
ments, and the location of their weapons.
0008 Enables wireless digital network for home
land Security and army perSonnel.
0009. To advance technologies that will enable
flight attendants to Self protect the Safety of an
aircraft and its occupants.
0010 Improve homeland security standard when
defending an assigned area of the building.
0011 To improve security standards on transit
trains, trucks, and buses and the like.

0012 Besides barriers or security guards, drivers
will Safeguard their buses against explosives, chemi
cal or biological agent, and drugs, Such as narcotics.
0013 Nuclear power plants access restriction will
be better Safeguarded.
0.014.

To improve
securitvy standards on ppower
p

plants Such as nuclear power plant and the like.
0015 To innovate military advance combat system.
0016 To enable detection of weapons of mass
destruction or when a chemical or biological gas has
been used in a battlefield and timely evacuates the
aca.

0017. To enable detection of anthrax spore, bacte
rial, fungal Spores, and viruses S
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0.018. A home-land intelligent system's technology
“H-LIST for monitoring homeland security and the like
includes a wearable outfit or jacket with detachable interior
for thermal insulation, protection, and wireleSS communica
tion through its receptors that are optically knowledgeable
and communicative Such that deadly weapons of mass
destruction and explosive devices are detected by the outfit
and the detection information is communicated through
Sensors on the outfit or jacket insulators to the attached
receptor connected on the Said outfit to enable amplified
wireleSS communication thereon. The outfit allows an effec

tive Sensory platform and also protects the body against
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body bacterial from Such weapons of mass destruction and
also takes pulse and respiratory data of perSonnel, enabling
the receptor to report all communicative data and detected
information to the central Security reporting Stations or
network. The stations or network have interactive links with

other law enforcement networks to enable instant response
to anticipatory attack
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0019 Previous biological, chemical, and explosive detec
tion devices have been developed and mounted on fixed
positions to perform their assigned tasks, Such as locating
explosive devices through Sensors at the gateway of airports,
or doorway of government buildings. Still, Some undetected
explosives have been used to blow-off planes and buses
abound because Some how, the prior devices failed to detect
the explosives at the time they were un-wrapped from their
carefully Sealed plastics. Other detection devices are So
disturbing when used on their portable environment around
the airport and government buildings to detect weapons of
mass destruction on ones body. More So, terrorist groups are
expanding the act of Suicide bombing technologies, which
are Statistically planed for and carried on the public Streets,
public transportations, recreational environments, or outside
of some government buildings. With the Suicide bomber's
Strategic Selection of key target and location to perform Such
deadly act, current detection System has no way of Sensing
that a parked car with explosives is in front of any of these
locations and the like waiting to be activated. Some tech
nologies are focusing more on only signal interception, but
has no way of detecting an explosive that is in a parked car,
or on the body of a perSon entering a bus, or on the body of
a person who carefully Sealed Such device and Successfully
find his way inside an airplane, or already used deadly gases
on a battle field Such that is not visible after a chemical or

biological weapon has been launched, or explosive that has
Successfully gotten inside a Stadium on a Super bowl game
and just waiting to be activated. The present invention
advances the intelligence of homeland Security in that, it is
portable and allows mobile detection of explosives and
deadly gases in a perSon's body, or inside a parked car on the
Street. The applicant acknowledges that besides fixed or
Stationed detection machines, homeland Security can intel
ligently protect its environment if the detection devices are
mobile, have wireleSS means to communicate, and can be

Self carried by Security officers. The applicant also acknowl
edges that for the device to be self carried and used intel
ligently, it has to be worn by the security officer at the
vicinity of the protective area. Allowing the Security officer
to patrol an assigned area randomly with the device in his
body and alarming thereof if a weapon is detected is another
advanced means of approaching the homeland Security and
the monitoring of our nation. Since biosensors are chemical
Sensors that take advantage of the high Selectivity and
Sensitivity of a biologically active material, the present
invention incorporates an oscillating piezoelectric crystal in
the design of a Sensor embedded in a Security jacket or outfit
which is affected by the change in mass on the Surface of the
crystal due to the resonant frequency of the Sensing mate
rials. This Sensing material is made of non-ferrous material
Such as Silver and or gold to enable ideal biosensor layer for
detection of any liquid, Solid, and gaseous phase detection of
the explosives in their mobile environment. The change in
mass occurs when the frequency changes as a result of the
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environmental condition. The change in mass is measured
by a piezoelectric immunosensors, which is then communi
cated to a receptor. The receptor eying these biochemical
Sensors is an analytical tool that consists of biological active
materials. Such as Surface resonance Spectroscope and is used
with devices that will convert biochemical Signal into quan
tifiable electrical signal to enable communication of all
detected information through the electrical Signals or pulses
traveling in the wire connection between the detecting
Sensors on the jacket insulator and the receptor. The Signals
are then transported wirelessly through waves Such as radio
waves or microwaves, to the central Security monitoring

0028 (i) Mass sensitive sensor; responsive for trans

Stations. Prior devices are limited in their Zones and have no

0031 (1) Bioassay strips; determines the presence of

way of extending their Sensitivity to detecting explosives in
a parked car. With the present invention, the area of protec
tive Sensing is not limited to the analytical techniques of
detecting, polluting, water and microbial contamination
analysis, industrial gases and liquids, mining and toxic
gases, explosives and military arena, but extends to protect
ing the airports, transport plains, government buildings,
tunnels, city malls, recreational areas, battle field perSonnel,
common buildings and the like. The components of the
biochemical Sensor for the present invention are not limited
to:

0020 (a) A receptor; responsive for the selectivity of
a Sensor to transform chemical or biological infor
mation into energy form which is measured by a
transducer. The receptor part is based on physical,
chemical, or biochemical principles and functions
like an analyzer, Sampling responses and transport
ing Said responses through processed Signals as a
function of time, e.g. enzymes, antibodies, and liquid
layers.

0021 (b) A detector; like a transducer, responsive

for translating the physical or chemical change by
recognizing the analyte and relaying it through an
electrical Signals to a receptor, e.g. pH can be a
pH-electrode, an oxygen electrode, or a piezoelectric
crystal to measure the target analyte without using
reagents.

0022 (c) Transducer; responsive for transforming

chemical or biological energy into useful analytical
Signal.

0023 (d) Electrochemical sensor; responsive for
transforming the effect of the electrochemical inter
action analyte electrode into useful Signal.

0024 (e) Electrical chemical sensor; responsive for
measuring the change in electrical properties caused
by the interaction of the analyte.

0025 (f) Thermometric chemical sensors; respon

Sive for measuring the heat effects of a Specific
chemical reaction or absorption which is involved in
an analyte

0026 (g) Optical chemical sensor; responsive for

transforming changes of optical phenomena as a
result of an interaction of the analyte with the
receptor part.

0027 (h) Magnetic chemical sensors; responsive for
the change of paramagnetic properties of the gas
being analyzed.

forming the mass change at a specially modified
Surface into a change of a property of the Support
material. The mass change is caused by absorption of
mass of the analyte at the oscillator.

0029 (6)

Photo-ionization

detector;

detects

unknown organic gases and vapors and also deter
mines their concentration level.

0030) (k) APD 2000; detects the presence and rela
tive concentrations of military chemical agents, e.g.
Sarin, mustard gases, cesium

Some biological agents and Send results to an optical
reader in the receptor to evaluate the test Strip.

0032 (m) RFID chip, a hair-liked processor for
detection weapons of mass destruction, detection of
functional inability of perSonnel, and also for wire
lessly networking with Stations or fiber towers.
0033. The applicant also acknowledges that the design of
the outfit or jacket for detection requires any of five design
techniques,
0034 Piezoelectric thin film coating through pattern
recognition technique.
0035 Cantilever beam deflection technique.
0036) Piezoelectric AIN. Thin films sensors
0037 Infrared reflectometry technique

?ons Micro electro-mechanical system with RFID
cn1p.

0039 The advancement of the security sensing jacket in
H-LIST calls for biological sensing elements which would
Selectively recognize a particular biological molecule
through a reaction Specific adsorption, or other physical or
chemical processes, allowing the transducers to convert the
result of its recognition into a usable Signal, which can be
quantified and amplified. Typical transducers to be
employed in this invention for the detection of deadly gases
and explosives in homeland Security protection consist of
optical, electro-optical, or electrochemical devices to enable
many Sensing opportunities and tailor biosensors for Specific
applications Such as Home-Land Intelligent System's Tech
nology “H-LIST.” A typical detector such as a transducer
will translate physical or chemical change in an area by
recognizing an analyte and relaying its analysis through an
electrical Signal communication from wire connections from
the output of the embedded Sensors in the outfit or jacket
insulators, which are detachable, and into the receptors
input.
0040. The process of detecting biological or chemical
gases involves binding of chemical Species with another
chemical Species, which has a complementary Structure.
H-LIST focuses on two classes that have the bio-recognition
processes for detection. These classes are bio-affinity rec
ognition and bio-metabolic recognition and offers different
method of detection. Bio-affinity recognition has Stronger
binding and enables the transducer to detect the presence of
the bound receptor-analyte pair and communicate thereof.
However, with the receptor-ligand and antibody-antigen
bind, the processes are common to the detection environ
ment.
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0041. The pattern recognition technique uses different
recognition, Such as metabolic recognition, where the ana
lyte and other co-reactants are chemically altered to form the
product molecules and communicative thereof. The bioma
terials that can be recognized by the bio-recognition ele
ments are as varied as the different reactants that occur in

biological System's detection in which analyte molecule will
have a complementary Structure to the antibody while the
bound pair will be in a lower energy State than the two
Separate molecules, making it very difficult to break. Home
land security protection in H-LIST enables interaction
between antibodies with their corresponding antigen, allow
ing an antibody based chemical and biosensors like immu
nosensors. When the antibody is raised against an analyte, an
immunosensors would enable its recognition. The Specificity
and affinity of antibodies towards complementary ligand
molecules prevents most antibody antigen interactions from
causing any electronically measurable change. However, a
piezoelectric effect in various crystalline Substances would
allow detection of analyte within that vicinity. Piezoelectric
immunosensors would detect antigens both in gaseous phase
and liquid phase. Piezoelectric could also be used to detect
mycobacterial antigen in biological fluids and is incorpo
rated in the design of H-LIST, a wearable and portable
device to allowing detection of gases and explosives in any
environment. Devices to detect weapons of mass destruction
have been previously used in the art but all failed to teach a
portable and wireleSS System with Sensors wired in an outfit
for detection and communication. Example of Such device is
described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,866,439 discloses an explosive
detection system for aircraft to deter terrorist activities. This
System fails to show a portable and mobile System needed
for homeland security. U.S. Pat. No. 5,465,607 teaches an
explosive detection Screening System for detection of explo
Sives and other controlled Substances. This System shows
detection of relatively volatile and non-volatile vapors and
particulates but did not teach a wired outfit detection device.
U.S. Pat. No. 3,718,918 teaches detection of nuclear explo
Sion through radiated transient radio frequency Signal and
Still fails in its teaching to show a wired outfit System that
enables communication to at least a network when detection

is eminent. U.S. Pat. No. 6,573,107 teaches immunochemi

cal detection of explosive Substance in the gas phase through
Surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy. Still, the System
fails to teach a portable, mobile and communicative System
wired in an outfit to enable network interface. U.S. Pat. No.

6,569,630 teaches a method and composition for aptamers
against anthrax. This System relates to detection of biologi
cal agents using different compositions and Still fails in its
entity to teach a wired outfit for biological and chemical
agent detection in their mobile environment. All the above
references cited, whether taken in Singularly or in any
combination, failed to teach a wired outfit design for detec
tion of weapons of mass destruction in anticipatory of
terrorism. Therefore, all objects of the present invention as
listed in its entire Specification falls within the Scope of all
its claimed entities.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0.042 H-LIST uses the most frequently used detector
crystal in alpha quartz, which is Suitable for piezoelectric
applications in the incorporation of a Silicon-micro-fibered
material with embedded Sensors for detections because it is

insoluble in water and have better resistant to high tempera
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tures and electrical properties which enables the transfor
mation of electronic detection System in homeland Security.
The resonant frequency of the quartz crystal depends on the
physical dimension of the quartz plate and the thickness of
the electrode deposited. These crystals are in the form of a
disc, Square, or rectangle in their design. The piezoelectric
quartz crystal is driven by a low frequency transistor oscil
lator in the receptor and is powered by a direct current
regulator power Supply. The crystals, which could be
mounted on a holder with a Stainless Steel with leads

embedded inside the silicon, is etched on the micro-fibered

material, and then connected to the receptor oscillator circuit
with the frequency counter connected to the Oscillator device
of the receptor. Silver composite may be used to connect the
electrode to the connecting wires, enabling the crystal elec
trodes to then be modified with a 5 ml coating of protein A,
to provide better adhesion of the antibodies to the surface of
the transducer. Protein A, which is a polypeptide isolated
from StaphylococcuS aurues, will bind Specifically to the
immunoglobulin molecules in the Sensor Sensitivity and
Selectivity proceSS for trained specific recognition.
0043. The applicant acknowledges that different tech
niques may be employed in transforming biochemical Sen
Sors, Such as infrared reflectometry to characterize the
thickness, and employ optical properties of thin films that
are used to enable the advancement of the integrated circuit
for the home-land intelligent System's technology
“H-LIST, enabling smaller feature sizes, faster Switching
speeds, and lower power consumption, and further enabling
the materials employed in the basic wiring Such as dielectric
and photolithographic layers to change dramatically. This
integrated circuit could employ copper/low-k interconnects,
Silicon-germanium and Silicon on insulators based transistor
Structures, or chemically amplified deep ultraViolet and
X-ray lithography and new metal Silicide ohmic contact
materials in its process. Infrared spectroScopy offers a
metrology approach to Sensing through the outfit, comple
mentary to UV-VIS techniques, that provides excellent
Sensitivity to layer composition, including chemical bond
densities and free carriers with the enhanced immunity to
roughness induced Scattering. Infrared spectroscopy shares
many of the inherent advantages of UV-VIS spectroscopy as
a non-destructive process control tool for future usage in
H-LIST because it can be implemented as a reflectance
Sensor embedded within the outfit. A reflectance spectrum is
acquired by using a System incorporating a reflectometer
equipped with a linearized liquid nitrogen detector. Software
is also incorporated to analyze input to the model-based. The
dielectric function of the layer is modeled with a basis set of
damped harmonic oscillators closely spaced in frequency,
with equal damping constants and Spacing. The arrays of
oscillators are located in the Spectral regions where absorp
tion is expected in the film. During the fit, the amplitudes of
the oscillators, high frequency dielectric constant, and layer
thickness are varied to fit the model to the measured data. By
combining model-based infrared spectral analysis with high
performance reflectometry hardware, it is possible to extract
quantitative data on multiple parameters related to film
properties. These have a unique Sensitivity to film compo
Sition, which is applicable to a wide range of films including
ultrathin oxides, doped Semiconductors, and complex mate
rials. Such as photoresists and low-k dielectrics. The high
accuracy reflectometer characterizes the reflectance of
ultrathin gate oxides and chemically amplified deep ultra
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Violet photoresists thin films. The gate oxide reflectance data
is related to the deposition time needed to model the thermal
oxidation growth kinetics. The H-LIST set goal is to employ
non-destructive measurements on every product wafer as a
means of gathering data and information needed to control
the process of monitoring biological or chemical gases or
weapons of mass destruction in a confined environment.
Ultraviolet visible reflectometry and ellipsometry could also
be employed in the outfit detection with other widely
accepted method for production monitoring of transparent
thin films.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0044) In order that the invention may be readily carried
into effect, it will now be described with reference to the
accompanying drawings, wherein:
004.5 FIG. 1 is seen to represent a piezoelectric quartz
and receptor transducer on a Sensory jacket connected to a
receptor.
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0060 FIG. 16 is seen to represent a planned outline of
the micro-fabric material with the embedded sensors

enabling a platform for detection.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

0061 The present invention introduces home-land intel
ligent system's technology “H-LIST,” an advanced system's

jacket (10) or outfit that is worn by officers, security officers,
TSA officers, FBI, CIA, custom offices, boarder patrol
officers, military officers and the like, to enable detection of

deadly gases (700), and explosives (600), or any weapons of
mass destructions, analyzing information and transporting
the analyzed information wirelessly through waves to a

central Security monitoring Station (70) or networks, to

Speedily prevent any use of Such weapons, or advice occu

pants to stay clear from such environment (60) where one of
such weapons such as gases (700), have been used. FIG. 1
is seen to show a piezoelectric device with a piezoelectric

crystal (260), which allows antibodies (270) to be coated

0.046 FIG. 2 is seen to represent an officer randomly
patrolling an environment.
0047 FIG. 3 is seen to represent a cantilever beam
System on a Sensory jacket connected to a receptor.
0.048 FIG. 4 is seen to represent a piezoelectric and
micro electro-mechanical System on a jacket connected to a

with the crystals to enable multiple use potentials in a Solid,
liquid, gaseous and explosive detections in all environment,
including military, customs, CIA, FBI, chemical firm, bio
logical firm, radioactive firm, healthcare, hospital facilities,
commercial industries monitoring and healthcare monitor
ing, transit buses, buses and transit trains, and airports,
nuclear power plant and the like. A piezoelectric device
incorporates an immunologically active Sensing element in

0049 FIG. 5 is seen to represent a receptor and a
wearable security outfit. Section AA is a cutout view of the

the outfit (10a) with electronic transducer (315), for sensing
antigen/antibody concentrations by direct changes in the
transducer output (317) and converts immunoreaction

receptor.

receptor.

0050 FIG. 6 is seen to represent a block diagram of key
components of receptor performance hardware.
0051 FIG. 7 is seen to represent a detection array of the
detection System.
0.052 FIG. 8 is seen to represent a circuit diagram for the
receptor privacy indicator with Silicon battery cells.
0.053 FIG. 9 is seen to represent a sailing military ship
with wind towers for empowering military outfits and recep
torS.

0.054 FIG. 10 is seen to represent various networks
0.055 FIG. 11 is seen to represent a stationary wind
tunnel, command post, and wind Stations for enabling com
munications.

0056 FIG. 12 is seen to represent a circuit diagram for
receptor's random Switching generator with receivers and
transmitters.

0057 FIG. 13 is seen to represent security officers with
their outfit warned and monitoring a Street and the govern
ment building on the Same Said Street.
0.058 FIG. 14 is seen to represent the different possible
combinations of Outfit design for monitoring and protection
CS.

0059 FIG. 15 is seen to represent military personnel
whose uniforms has detected a vehicle that is equipped with
explosives

activities into different physical Signals. The antigen/anti
body affinity reactions are identified directly by measuring
the frequency change of an environment, which corresponds
to a mass change of the Sensor Surface. The present invention
is design with high Sensitivity and lows power Supply
automation to specific detection of deadly weapons. The
invention consists of antibody coated piezoelectric quartz

crystal transducer (315) and signal-processing Systems,
causing coated crystals (A) to Selectively vibrate at funda

mental harmonic frequencies. The coating traps particulates

that change the effective mass (265) on the Sensing Surface
that enables a change in Oscillating frequency of the anti
body-coated crystal (A). A change in the oscillation enables
Signal communication, reaching central Security monitoring

stations (70) and other agencies (80) or networks while also

identifying the chemical and biological mass that has been
detected based on the impacted crystal or Specifically on the
coated region of the recognition pattern. The device particu

larly employs transducer (315) for detection and integrates
with the piezoelectric crystal technology. Antibodies (270)
are coated on the crystals of the piezoelectric (180) at

Specific harmonic nodal positions to enable a change in mass
that will cause a change in the frequency of the associated

harmonic. That is, the change in mass (265) changes har

monic frequencies of the detection material. FIG. 6 further

shows a functional block diagram of the receptor (110) with
sensors (200) for further detection of the presence of par

ticular biological, chemical and explosives, and enables
detection of oscillating frequencies of two crystals due to

their absolute frequency shift. A transmitter (311) generates

radio frequency Signals and Sends detected Signals to a

frequency-modulating receiver (312). The FM receiver
(312) receives signals from the radio frequency identifica
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tion “RFID" chip (200a) through the chip's antenna (201),

(71). The outfit (10a) is designed to receive input signals and

decode the Signals, and inform a central Security monitoring

to Send out output Signals through its embedded antenna

Station (70) of the Sensed agent based on the pattern recog

(201), for gathering data Such as a downed army and his

nition of the foreign wave in the radio wave frequencies and

the like. The sensors (200) or (200a) and decoder (314) are
connected to a detection memory (291) for repetitive sig
naling, and the encoder (313) and the transmission control
(194) are connected to an analyte chamber (195), while the
frequency transmitter (311) is connected to the encoder and
the transmission control (194) to enable real time interactive

pulse rate and enable communication indicative of dead or
alive perSonnel. The System monitors heart beat and respi
ratory System and communication to at least a network is
enabled if the heart stops beating or the respiratory System
under goes a drastic change. H-list enables modernizing
homeland Security and battlefield perSonnel on digital com
bat against any act of terrorism and/or guerilla Style attack,

control means, detection means, and reporting means to fiber

wherein all field communications are connected to a com

towers or networks (69). The transmission control (194)

mon network (69), (70) and (71). A typical example of a
common network (69) is at least, the equipments used in a

provides information about detected agent's Status to avoid
false recognition of the Said agent due to unidirectional
preSSure effect on the wave's path. Signals are coded and

sent to and from the transmitter (311) to the FM receiver
(312). The transmitter (311) transmits continuous and repeti
tive coded Signals until they are received by the central
security monitoring station (70) or network (69). The sen
sors (200) or (200a), transmitter (311), detector (290), and
the FM receiver (312) are the basis of the wireless commu
nication for homeland Security monitoring and enable uni
formed army personnel or officers (35) to monitor the

deployment of deadly agent and the detection of other
weapons of mass destruction within a defined environment.

The officers (35) will wear uniform jacket (10) or other outfit
(10a) which is electronically etched with plurality sensors
(200) or (200a), and the officers (35) will be assigned to a
detection Zone, battlefield, or environment (60) for moni
toring. The detection of anticipatory Suspicious perSon car
rying deadly gas (700) or explosives (600) will not only
produce limited Visual or audio Signal, but rather inform the

battlefield, that which are used to attack enemies or monitor

enemy movements, wherein detection and communication
to battlefield perSonnel is enabled through the instant inven
tion. By networking homeland perSonnel and/or army per
Sonnel, whether independently or collectively, allows a
cohesive integration and collaboration through wirelessly
Sharing of field data to enable real time responses and
devastating force of action towards weakening enemy lines.
In the same Similar example of a typical network, the

embedded antenna (201) in the RFID chip (200a) or sensor
(200) is seen in the instant invention operating as a retract
able device that reads information traveling through waves,
Such as radio waves or micro-waves, and communicating
Said information wirelessly to command post computers or
at least a common network Station computers for analysis

and instructions. When the outfit (10a) of the instant inven
tion is amplified, the chip (200a) will emit beams through
the antenna means (201), invisible beams that will travel

station (70), wind fiber towers (71), or at least a network
(69). H-LIST uses radio frequencies means on its RFID chip
(200a) or receptor (110) to receive and transmit sensed data,
which allows the use of cell phones (111) and two-way
radios (112) connection as auxiliary receptor to further add

through waves, Such as radio waves, micro-waves, ultra
Sonic waves and the like. Each emitting wave will carry
certain current and will travel through a trained pattern to
read information that will enable locating the exact location
of weapons of mass destruction, or activities in anticipatory
of creating Such weapons of mass destruction, or location of
enemy perSonnel. A typical chip for the application of the
instant invention is a radio frequency identification chip

embodiment, Sensor (200) is seen to represent at least an
RFID chip (200a) in the size of at least a human hair. The
chip (200a) is embedded in a silicon Substrate (205) and
etched in a micro-fibered material 220), for enabling track

(200a) “RFID CHIP” with the embedded antenna (201).
Wherein both the chip (200a) and the embedded antenna
(201) are further embedded in a silicon substrate (205) and
then etched in a micro-fibered material (220). Wherein; the
micro-fibered material (220), which is made of a non-ferrous

officer (35) through other means, such as vibration, while

wirelessly communicating to central Security monitoring

protection in the homeland Security monitoring. In Some

ing of communication between terrorist network and the
like, and for enabling interactive communication between
the System for the instant invention and communicate
thereof with digital network facilities within homeland secu
rity agency and the military, and for detection of weapons of

mass destruction. Such that antenna (201) is etched in the
chip (200a) and faced outward to track foreign objects
traveling through wind waves. The chip (200a) is embedded
in a silicon substrate while the antenna (201) is embedded in
the chip (200a). The embedded chip (200a) with the antenna
(201) all embedded in the silicon Substrate (205) is then
etched in a micro-fibered material (220) for future use as a
fabric material for an outfit (10a) designed to enable digital
wireleSS network and mobile detection of weapons of mass
destruction. In another embodiment, the micro-fabric mate

material Such as at least Silver micro-fibers, innovatively

re-enforces the fabric and enables a wired outfit (10a). It is
anticipated that the incorporation of a non ferrous micro

fibered material (220) within the fabric for the outfit (10a)
and the RFID chip (200a), or silver micro-fiber in particular,
will allow the electrical properties of the material used to
respond to temperature conditions and also respond to
bacterial in human bodies created by the environmental

condition of the site, such as biological (630) or chemical
agents (620) in the air. Such that, in a real Severe environ
mental weather condition, the electrical properties of the

silver micro-fiber (220) will reverse or bias the situation,
enabling the System to thermostatically operate partly as an
HVAC control system's outfit (10a), partly as an outfit (10a)
designed for anti-bacterial device that fights biological and
chemical agent that could possibly come in contact with the

rial (220) is used for the design of innovative military outfit
with chip (200a) coded to detect enemy personnel and
persons, Such as a terrorist carrying at least a weapon (600),

skin of a personnel wearing the Said outfit (10), and largely
as a protective and monitoring outfit (10a) device for the

communicated to networks (69) or command post (70) or

detection of weapons of mass destruction and also for
tracking heart beats and respiratory Systems of army per

or a guerilla fighter in his hidings, Such that all detections are
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Sonnel, wherein communication is enabled when any of Such

detection is sensed. When the chip (200a) encounter any
detection, wireleSS communication means is enabled

through a receptor (110) that will amplify the communica
tion signals or means to a network (69) of Security agents or
military personnel. Such network (69) includes wind towers
(71) for tracking down other terrorist activities and interac

tively communicating with perSonnel wearing the outfit

(10a) of the instant invention at their assigned locations. The
receptor (110) has an insertion slot (111a) to be used by
homeland Security agents, Such that trained perSonnel would

request an identification card (112) Such as a driver's license

from a real Suspect in anticipation of an attack and insert the

ID card (112) in the slot (111a). By inserting the driver's
license into the slot (111a) of the receptor (110) will enable
the ROM (112b) to read the ID card (112) and communicate
to the RAM (112a) to access the database (113) where such
ID information are stored for retrieval, while a screen

read-out (113a) on the receptor will enable full information
about the anticipatory Suspect retrieved from at least a

database (113) of driver's licenses. An 8-pin privacy indi
cator (S1) enables the receptor to communicate to an officer

in private when a weapon is Sensed. The indicator has Switch
S1 as the display Selector and correspond to cathode a,
cathode g, and cathode d of a 7-segment common anode

display settings (D1). The chip (200a) acts as a detection
tool and would enable intranet communication means within

global homeland Security agencies or the military, making it
very possible for agencies to identify treats or any object of
terrorist attack or enemies at battle fields. The RFID chip
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includes a pattern recognition technique for producing
“Sensing a controlled communication signal and commu
nicating any Sensed detection to a wireleSS modem or control
module that will control communication wirelessly to moni

toring agencies or network (69) to optimize the protection

against terrorism and also monitoring their mobile capabili
ties to their assigned terrorist locations. The System accepts
input from the Security agents, Security Stations, and guards
in anticipatory of a terrorist act, Such as Suicide bombing.
When such detection is eminent, the system for the instant
invention will involve wind pattern towers to reach other
agencies for immediate reaction. The pattern recognition
technique in the instant invention processes Signals that are
generated by objects and Said Signals are periodically modi
fied by interacting with other objects to determine which one
of the classes the objects belong to, Such as radioactive,
biological, chemical, and explosives. The System as intro
duced in the instant invention generates Signals based on the
detection of at least a class of the object. The System then
determines if the object is of a Specified class and then
assigns the object to the Specified class code, or sends out
other signal if the object is not a member of any of the coded
classes in the Set. The Signals generated are electrical signals

from at least a transducer (315) and are very sensitive to

radiation from weapons of mass destruction. The instant
invention enables anticipatory Sensing pattern recognition
technique and further enables communication to network

(69) in anticipation of terrorist activities. Such anticipatory
sensing is hereby described in the instant invention as
Home-Land Intelligent System's Technology “H-LIST.” In

(200a) could be coded to identify members of the agencies

other embodiment, the sensor (200) or (200a) is etched in a
silver fibered material (220) to form a bimetallic layer to

front or terrorist personnel. When the chip (200a) is coded,

tion of high explosive Substances in their Solid, gaseous, and
liquid phases. The bimetallic layer is mixed with other
substances at different points of their embodiment to enable
highly specific detection of terrorism device applications.
Such mixtures Suggest micro-layers of Surface plasmon

Such as battlefield perSonnel and other Security perSonnel,
and distinguish the Said perSonnel from enemies at battle

the System will provide means to feed trained Security
perSonnel and military perSonnel with reliable, accurate, and
real time information about anticipatory act of terrorism or
any mobility of enemy perSonnel in a battle field, an
innovative approach of combating any war. The technical

characteristics of the RFID chip (200a) provide opportunity
for innovation in the war of terrorism and any other war

thereon. The outfit (10a) with the embedded RFID chip
(200a) or the sensors of the instant invention will enable
airport personnel wearing the said outfit (10a) of the instant

invention be pro-active in their assignments in that, the
System will read off information in a wallet, pocket book, or
luggage and Single out any one of Such luggage if detected
or Suspected of any weapon for extra checks, enabling a
vision possible in H-LIST. That is, the fabric material used
for Outfits or jacket insulation is replaced with the technol
ogy of the instant invention to enable wireleSS and mobile
detection of weapons of mass destruction, Such that the chip

(200a) is etched in at least a silver micro-fibered material
(220) to enable conduction of body heat and further as
anti-bacterial means. In another embodiment, the chip
(200a) is etched in a battery-powered fabric (220a) that

empowers the Sensors embedded in the fabric to amplify
detection pattern of weapons of mass destruction. The

selective recommendation of a silver micro-fiber (220) is to

enable its many natural properties, Such as its anti-microbial
and its ability to eliminate Static electricity by dissipating the
Static electric charges. Additionally, its thermal conductivity
property would enable innovative homeland Security tech

nologies. The chip (200a), which is a processor means,

enable antibodies of chemicals and bio-molecules for detec

resonance spectroscope on the Surface of the Sensor (200)
and (200a) and then etch the combination on a silver
micro-fibered material (220) to enable highly sensitive
detection device for anti-terrorism application. These teach
ing combinations are highly reliable for Security monitoring
and for detection of weapons of mass destruction, which

requires portable, mobile and wireless networks (69), wind

Station networks, Satellite networks and the like. This inno

Vative approach to Security and monitoring means includes
all as military, Government, law enforcement, hospitals,
industries, recreational facilities, Sporting events and facili
ties, amusement facilities and all like these. After the com
bination has been etched on a silver micro-fibered material

(220), and later used for the design of an outfit (10a), the
outfit (10a) is then connected to a receptor (110) through a
ribbon output terminal to the input slot (111a) of the receptor
(110). The receptor (110) then empowers the outfit (10a) to
enable high Specificity and low detection levels for the
design application of Security and monitoring, and the
detection of weapons of mass destruction. In introducing
portable, mobile and wireleSS detection and communication

system, the receptor (110) will enable amplification of the
sensors (200) and (200a) and all the other embedded sensors

to allow speedy detection within a mobile environment. This
innovative method of detection as prescribed in the present
invention is simple in its applications and very specific in its
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detection. Its wireleSS communication means to network

Stations provides convenience to use. The receptor (110) is

very specific in its analysis and it is Self-diagnostic. The
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connection means (241). The wireless connector (241)
includes a transmitter (242) and a receiver (243) and need at
least a 9 Volt power for its initial energy from the silicon

receptor (110) also enables detection of contraband Sub
stances within a container or luggage. Its CPU (141) enables
interface means between the sensors on the outfit (10a), the
receptor (110), and the network stations to enable interactive

battery cell (808). The silicon battery cell (808) is the central

communication thereof when detection is eminent. Detec

depends on the light in the environment, the transmission
and reception quality is then enhanced by Shielding the IR
LED and the phototransistor by focusing the IR beam with
lenses. The potentiometer is adjustable to get the best
possible connection signal. The wireleSS connection is a
Secondary connection means when the fiber optic ribbon or
cable connection becomes faulty. The wireless connection
uses infrared transmitter and receiver to carry energy to the
Sensing medium. Since the wireleSS connection is a Second
ary means, more emphasis is on the ribbon connecting
means. With the fiber optic ribbon connecting means, a more
timely Sequence of event is preprogrammed, So that when
any of the Sensors Senses weapons of mass destruction,
plurality reaction is enabled through the receptor's random

tion of vapors emanating from explosive Substances and
weapons of mass destruction is timely, Such that when a
particulate matter is emitted from its Substance, its concen
tration or presence will immediately be detected and com
munication is then enabled from the detection environment

to the network stations (69), which are classified and/or
unclassified for Security monitoring of at least a nation. The
receptor (110), which functions both as an amplification
device and also as a control System, controls and processes
the Overall detection instantly and enables wireleSS commu
nication to at least a network Station. The detection proceSS
enables constant monitoring and requires no tunnel for
people to walk through, but rather detects these people as

they walk pass a person wearing the said outfit (10a). Its
mobile detection means is portal and invasive, preventing
any act of Suicide bombing or other acts of terrorism while
also enabling a non invasive detection means when the
particulates in the wind waves are non destructive. The
detection of explosives or contraband emission is from
concealed Substances on individuals, luggage, vehicles,
trashcans, airplanes, buildings, and other areas where such
weapons could be used. Because many particulates of Sub
stances can be contained in wind waves, the Sensors on the

outfit (10a) are outlined and configured to Single out each
concentration of various particulates that may be Sensed or
detected within terrorist networks, enabling effective Sensi
tivity and reliability to its detection of absolute solution for
critical analysis of weapons of mass destruction. The Silver

micro-fibered material (220) also serves as a filter element

Sensing medium to absorb particulates for analysis in their

mobile environment, while the antenna (201) also provide a

thermal means to vaporize and evaporate the particulates to
increase Selectivity and Sensitivity for detection, and ther
mostatically provides HVAC means in response to other
environmental conditions to burst reliability under all
weather conditions. The central Security monitoring Station

(70) is linked to the receptor (110), which enables commu
Signals generated by the transmitter (311). A microprocessor
(140) is connected to memory (291) through input and
output interface (300) to the analyte chamber (195). The
receptor (110) includes an antenna system (109) for receiv
ing radio frequency signals from the Sensors (200) and/or
(200a), which are empowered by the transmitter (311). The
receiver (312) and signal decoder (314) processes signal, the
decoded signals are then transmitted through interface (300)
and (301) to the central security monitoring station (70) or
network (69) and other agencies (80). The receptor interface
(300) and the central security monitoring station interface
(301), wind towers (71), or other networks such as megatel
(3001), vehicles (14), computers (11), base stations (13),
branch stations (16), highway advertisement board (007),
industries (51), police stations (52), and schools (53) are
connected through wireleSS links or modem to the radio
frequency or infrared links (045) (046). The receptor powers
the outfit (10) through a fiber optic ribbon (240) or wireless
nication with various Stations through the radio frequency

energy Source and empowers the amplifier to enable active
emission of beams over the Sensing Surfaces of the outfit

(10). Because the sensitivity of the wireless connection

analyzing circuit (244), to enable a random output through
the receptor (110). A LED is fired each time the sensors
(200) or RFID chip (200a) sends a pulse or signal. The pulse

rate of emission is adjustable through the potentiometer to
enable flexibility for random adaptability to other sensing
environment. One lead of the LED represents the anode and
the other is a cathode. All the anodes may be connected to
the resistors R3. A pulse from any of the sensors enables
contact at Switch S1, which will then able connections to

networks and other security institutions. When S1 is broken,
at least one of the LED will stay lighted to indicate active
power in the IR System and can be adjusted to higher clock
Speed. The transmitter accepts Signals from the Sensors in

the outfit (10), modifies the Signals and carries the signals
through waves or beams to the Satellite or network Stations
“Receiver.” The beams, which are of infrared light, are
translated at the receiving end back into Signals that can be
easily amplified to understandable or readable information
and communication data. Reply from the receiver is received

through the receiving circuitry of the receptor (110). For a
military combat Setting, a military advanced combat Sys

tem's technology employs a battle ship (800) with wind
tower (71) positioned in the sea (801). The wind tower (71)
has propeller blades (802) aeronautically powered by
natures sea wind (803). The wind tower (71) has a tail-vane
(806) that enables the tower to rotate with the wind, creating

a kinetic energy along its movement. The kinetic energy of

the movement of the wind (803) enables sea current (804),
which is then stored in cells (805), for energizing the
receptors (110) through the receptor's silicon battery cells
(808) while in combat operations. The empowerment of the
receptors (110) with the energy generated by the wind tower
(71) is much powerful and will continuously energize the
receptor for the entire life of the combat. Creating a night
time and day light energizing means that is much Stronger,
powerful, and dependable than Solar energy means. The
receptor will utilize the natural form of electrical energy in

ocean current through wind tower (71), though similar
towers could be positioned around the country to empower
commercial homeland Security receptor devices. The wind

tower (71) includes an automatic sensing unit (807) that
enables a revolving beacon light to emit constant beams of
electrical energy to the receptors (110), and also empower
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ing the military outfit (10) for unique Sensing range. When
a sensor (200) or (200a) senses gases or other objects, the
transmitter (311) will generate a radio frequency signal
using antenna (109) through continuous wave burst with an
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that are mostly carried by people in anticipatory of terrorist
or destructive intensions, allowing Significant recognizable
pattern technique to enable prompt actions to the detected
Situation. H-LIST detection, which is a biological, chemical,
or explosive tool and the like, enables wireleSS communi

identification code unique to the type of wave generated by
biological or chemical gases and explosives. When Such
wave signals are matched, communication is enabled to
promptly protect the vicinity where Such signals were
matched. The radio frequency Signals are Sent and received

cation to receptors (110) and central Security monitoring
Stations (70) when any or Such combination, Such as chemi
cal (620) or biochemical material (640) is detected. The

through the antenna system (109) to the frequency modu
lator (312) or modem. The modulator (312) outputs modu
lated signals to the microprocessor chip (140). The micro
processor (140) then filters out the signal output to improve

TSA, filters out analyzed data from an environment (60) and
communicates to a portable receptor (110) and the nearest
central security monitoring station (70) or network (69).

Signal to noise ratio and compares with the wave pattern of

the coded detection agents. The sensors (200) or (200a)

operates on many different principles of detection. These
principles include, but are not limited to infrared and thin
film detection, piezoelectric crystal and transducer detec
tion, piezoelectric cantilever detection, piezoelectric MEMS

detection and the like. The receptor (110) or cell phone
(111), or two-way radio (112) receives output from each of

these Sensors and output signals indicative of the Signals
received. The algorithm of the techniques of the Sensors
Sensing pattern will minimize the likelihood of any false
detection of deadly agents. The output of each of the Sensors
and detectors are connected to the input of a central pro

cessing unit “CPU” (141) comprising a CMOS (142). FIG.
2 is seen to describe an officer (35) wearing such outfit or
jacket (10) and patrolling an environment (60), a suspicious
areas (90) or between suspicious vehicles (50), allowing the
jacket or outfit (10a) to detect deadly gases (700) or explo
sives (600) around such vehicle (50) if the said vehicle is
carrying any deadly gases (700) or explosives (600). An
officer (35), wearing such jacket (10) or outfit (10a) and
patrolling around a Suspicious person (40), allows the jack
ets (10) detection of explosives (600) or gases (700) if the
person (40) has any of such explosives (600) in his posses
sion. The explosives (600) and deadly gases (700) have
recognizable wavelike properties, and the Sensors (200),
which are embedded in the silicon substrate (205) and
affixed inside a jacket (10), have trained behaviors that are
recognized by the embodiment of the present invention,
enabling the detected information to be transported in data

form to a central security monitoring station (70) or network
close to the area of detection. FIG. 6 is seen to describe a
receptor (110) vibrating, ringing, or Sounding an alarm when
the said jacket (10) Senses any weapon of mass destruction,

or the detection of any weapon to activates the receptor

(110), enabling wireless communication to the central Secu
rity monitoring station (70) or network. The receptor (110)
is coded to identify its base or location; Such base could be
the airport or an assigned government building each time
communication is enabled to a central Security monitoring

station (70). The transmitted data is communicated to these

Stations wirelessly for urgent responses to the referenced
detected situation within the vicinity of the detection and

detected device. This could be explosives (600), chemical
(620) gases (700), biological (630) or other agents and the
like, which are normally hidden in a transit bus, thereby
requiring the transit bus drivers to wear the instant outfit

(10a) of the instant invention in H-LIST. The present inven

tion advances Sensors and incorporates the Sensors in a
designed outfit built on pattern recognition technique, dis
cerning meaningful destructive information on materials

invention, which also is designed to facilitate the work of

Referring to FIG. 3 is seen to show H-LIST detection which
allows Subsequent position readout from cantilever beam
deflection technique through micro-fabricated array of can

tilever type sensors (210) embedded in a silicon substrate
(205) and etched on a micro-fibered material (220), enabling
a wearable and mobile detection of an environment (60).
The cantilever (205) is coated at the side with different
sensor material (212) to further enable detection of specific
gases (700) or explosives (600). These sensors (600) and
(700) are selectively arranged in a micro-machined etched
cavities (216) on silicon Substrate (205) or wafers with the
rear face terminated with micro-fibered materials (220)
acting as a jacket lining (20) or insulator and carries mul
tifunctional sensors (215) that enables knowledge, and infor
mation on optical properties of the Sensing gases (700) and
explosive elements (600) as they are exposed to the analyte
(175) carrying aqueous solutions. H-LIST detection operates
on multifunctional Sensing and employs an electronic nose

(230) to enable detection of different odors from its receptor
layers (170) to an analyte (175). The receptor (110) has an
enabling chamber (195), which is linked to the silicon
substrate sensor array of the micro-fibered material (220).
The Silicon Substrate array interfaces with the output con

nector (25) of the said micro-fibered fabric (220) and the
input adaptor (160) of the receptor (110), to enable a more
advanced Selectivity and Sensitivity and also to allow Speedy
and timely responses to multifunctional detections. The

array of the cantilever (210) is micro-mechanical with

multiple Silicon Substrate cantilevers that are linked to the

analyte chamber (195) that absorbs all sensed information.
Grains of membrane (190) are etched in the analyte chamber
(195) to enable signal Separation for Specific reporting to
network stations (69). The cantilevers (210) could be of a
micro-machined single crystal micro-cantilevers with mul
tiple resistors, with piezoresistor (211) fabricated in the
cantilevers (210) for determining the cantilever stresses
resulting from StreSS films deposition on the cantilevers

(210). FIG. 3 further shows a capacitor cantilever beam
(212) configured to electro-statically be pulled-in into a
substrate (205), to enable the pulled-in voltage (Vp) to
operate as a function of the dimensions of the micro-beam

devices (280) and the modulus and stress state of the beams
(280). The beam deflection signals are transformed into
information Specific to the analytical useful Signal from the
reaction of the analyte (175) or the physical property of the
investigative agent (176). The analyzed information is then
readout simultaneously through a beam deflection (284),
outputting through a multifunctional fiber-optic ribbon (240)
or micro electronic grains of Sensors. Multiple light Sources

(245) are connected through membrane (190) into the ana
lyte chamber (195) to illuminate individual cantilever (210)

with light beam through the fiber. The deflection of the light
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(245) from the cantilevers (210) would shine on a position
sensitive detector (250), enabling bending of related sensors
through photocurrent (275) due to stress factor acting on the
beam (280). The photocurrent (275) is then transformed into
voltage (Vp) and the Voltage creates pressure on the canti
lever (210), enabling bending indicative of the detected
Signals communication to central Security monitoring Station

(70). The occurrence of the bending is due to surface stress
on the Sensors and creates resonance frequency shift (514)

caused by the Surface StreSS change, which is Subsequently

caused by the change of mass (265).
0.062 FIG. 4 is seen to show a piezoelectric micro
mechanical System and thin film in the detection System,
allowing incorporation of a combination of micro-electro

mechanical systems (420) and thin film (430) technologies

into the design of H-LIST detection, enabling the integration

of silicon micro-fibered materials (220) and microelectron
ics circuits (410) into multifunctional sensor arrays (330),
fabricated on a sensor in a silicon substrates (205) sensitivity
and affixed in the interior of an outfit (10a) fabric or a
wearable security jacket (10) to enable detection of biologi
cal, chemical, mechanical, and physical parameters of
enforceable destructive material. When the sensor is embed

ded inside the silicon substrate (205) and etched inside the
micro-fibered material (220) or other fabric materials, and
the microelectronic circuit (410) is integrated into H-LIST

device development and interfaced with multiple Sensors, it
advances pattern recognition techniques in the application of
the sensing materials used for the development of homeland
Security. Allowing the application and implementation of
H-LIST, which prescribes advanced sensors for multifunc
tional applications and designs to enable the integration of
other technologies to enhance interactive homeland Security
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an adapting input connecting end (160) that accepts output
from the silicon Substrate sensors (205) into the input
terminal (160) of the receptor (110). FIG. 5 is seen to show
a receptor (110) and a wearable outfit (10a) configured on
the officer's body. A silicon micro-fibered material (220) is
affixed on a jacket (10). The affixation is in a way that could
be easily detached off the jacket (10) during normal clean
ing. The Silicon micro-fibered material (220) acts as an
insulator on the officer's body, and as a detector on its
mobile environment (60), permitting intelligent monitoring
of such explosives (700) or deadly devices. The sensors
(200) run through the interior part of the jacket (10), and the
output terminal (25) extends outwardly at the lower side of
the jacket (10) such that the extended output connector (25)
is connected to the input adaptor (160) of the receptor (110).
The receptor (110) is made of microelectronic materials and
incorporates an intelligent microprocessor chip (140) that
empowers the trained brains of the embedded sensors (200)
or (200a) in the silicon micro-fibered material (220), such
that the Sensors detections of deadly materials or weapons
are timely and the analysis and reporting is in milliseconds

per real time. The receptor (110) connects and report to the
central Security monitoring station (70) through wireless
networks (66) or wind towers (71) and remotely empowers
the detecting Sensors to monitor assigned environments (60)
for materials. Such as radioactive cesium, chemical, biologi
cal, explosives, toxic, biochemical, and the like. Such an

environment (60) includes, but is not limited to battlefield,

Sensing through a wearable fashioned outfit (10a) designed
to be worn by law enforcers, or security officers (35), or

office buildings, public recreation areas, transportation
equipments, city centers, Stadiums, government buildings,
airports, Schools, tunnels and the like. The application of
H-LIST advances the knowledge needed in monitoring
anticipatory or Suspected terrorists act and also makes
homeland intelligent System communicative by advancing
knowledge and information System's detection of Suspected
terrorist movements. The application of H-LIST is further
integrated in either analog or digital Systems or both, with
higher degree of processing large information at much
higher Sensing Speed. By incorporating advanced Sensing

(700) or other explosive elements within a common envi
ronment (60) or for security and global protection. H-LIST

through the multifunctional sensors (215) in the inner
detachable lining (20) insulator inside the jacket (10), or an
outfit (10a), localized parameters will be detected simulta

by adopting other microprocessor electronics (85) into a
digitized System, enabling incorporation wireleSS mobile

detection into biochemical, chemical, or multifunctional

other agencies for monitoring biological and chemical gases
could be transformed into H-LISTIP “Home-Land Intelli

gent System's Technology for International Protection,” and
will Search and proceSS any material of mass destruction
Such as biological, chemical gas, or other explosive devices
in an assigned environment. That is, tiny grains of Sensors

(200) or (200a) are embedded in a silicon substrate (205)
and affixed on a micro-fibered material (220). The micro
fibered material (220) is then affixed on the interior of a
regular wearable jacket (10), Such that are normally worn by
officers, security officers (35), law enforcement officers,

military perSonnel and the like. The tiny grains of Sensors

(200) are all trained to recognize different gases 700),
biological (630), chemical (620), or explosive materials in
their wavelike pattern Structure, and are intelligently con
Structed and architect to invisibly run through the Silicon

substrate (205) in the micro-fibered material (220) in a way
that all the tiny grains of sensors (200) or (200a) are coded
and wired in the micro-fibered material (220), such that an
extended output connector (25) is exposed out of the micro
fibered material (220) to the side of the outer or inner
assembly of the jacket (10) or outfit (10a). A rechargeable
receptor (110) is worn on a waist belt (120) and on the waist
area (130) of the security officer (35). The receptor (110) has

neously and higher communication signal to noise ratio and
good croSS Sensitivity will be covered by the Sensing ampli

fication through the receptor chips (140). The sensors (200),
which consist of a detector platform (295), will communi
cate with the detectors (290) through an active interface
means with variable electrical, mechanical, optical, or
chemical impedance. The platform (295) will generate elec
trical output Signals or pulses indicative of the detected
information and communicate thereof.

0063) As shown in FIG. 6, sensors (200) and (200a) are

developed with optimized Selectivity and Sensitivity, using
Semiconductor fabrication line in their development proceSS
to enable communication of human body responses to
environment, Such as heartbeats or respiratory data report
ing. Because of the Selectivity and Sensitivity of explosive

(600) and other chemical or biochemical materials, different

materials. Such as nanocrystalline material could be used in
patterning their Sensing medium. This material will offer an
immersed promise to improving the sensitivity of H-LIST
detection. In targeting mixed gases and Some odors within a
confined location or allocation, other devices Such as elec

tronic nose (230) could be used to look for specific patterns
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or finger prints of the gas mixtures, which may consist of
more than one chemical Sensor to Sense a specific gas and
also be trained for a particular pattern recognition System in

detecting explosives (600) and other destructive materials.
The incorporation of outfit (10a) for Sensing and detecting of
weapons of mass destruction embraces multiple Sensors and
mobile detection, Such that, with the silicon micro-fibered
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the frequencies and to enable the design of higher accuracy
in Sensor Sensitivity and Selectivity. However, the Selectivity
process depend on the parameters of the gas absorption and
co-absorption mechanism, Surface reaction kinetics, and
electron transfer to and from the conduction band of the

Semiconductor (142), which are achieved by enhancing gas

multifunctional-Sensor array (330), gas sensing and other

Sensing would be based on changes in the Surface or near

absorption or electronic effect in plurality method Such as
Surface modification, and can also be influenced by the

surface oxide conductivity (440), which are caused by the
formation of Space charge region (445) induced by gas

Sensitivity caused by close coupling between the Sensing

absorption or oxygen vacancies on the Surface environment

(446). To enable the accurate operation of H-LIST detection,

FIG. 4 shows a schematic of gas sensitivity, which allows
the detection of gas concentration, and gas Selectivity, which

is the detection of specific gases (700) in a mixed gas
environment (60), as they are drawn to be of very impor
tance in the SmartneSS of the System in other to prevent the
incorporation of intelligent devices Such as chips (140),
(200a), or semiconductor (142) from being insensitive. In
the process of silicon micro-fibered material (220) and the
fabrication of microelectronic circuit (410) as shown in FIG.
6 to enhance H-LIST detection, a silicon substrate (205) is
micro-machined through a chemical or electrochemical etch
technique, employing Silicon-to-silicon (460) and or Silicon
to-glass and or ceramic wafer bonding (470) to strengthen

addition of metal clusters (520) to increase the sensor

(400) and catalytic properties (504) of the metal oxide (530).
FIG. 4 further shows metal clusters (520), which are added
to the sensors (180), (200a) and (200) to increase selectivity
and consist of chemical Sensitization, which enables metal
particles (522) acting as centers for Surface-gas absorption
and spill over onto the oxide surface (540), enabling reaction

with the negatively charged chemisorbed oxygen. The addi

tion of metal clusters (520) enables electronic sensitization
resulting from a direct electronic interaction between the
oxide surface (540) and the metal particles (522) through
metal oxidation and reduction processes. In other embodi

ment, thin film coating (430), which is sensitive to the

measured parameters of the Sensors, is deposited on the

resonator (500) to enable changes in the physical or chemi
cal parameters that will change the resonant frequency shift.

the micro machining or microelectronics integration to

The resonant-based sensors (180) and (200) will measure

allow the use of Single crystal Silicon instead of polycrys
talline Silicon to improve the design of micro-acoustics and

piezoelectric resonator (500), electrical perturbation will
occur in the metal films (543) with different conductivity
values deposited on the resonator. When the resonator (500)

enable multifunctional Sensing (215). The Silicon-to-glass
and or ceramic wafer bonding (470) is seen in FIG. 4 to
micro optics in the micro-electro-mechanical System (420)
and thin film technique (430) to enable the integration of
microelectronics circuit (410) and multifunctional sensor
(215) into homeland security fashioned jacket (10) or outfit
(10a) in H-LIST. Wafer bonding (460) and (470) in single

crystal Silicon will Significantly lower acoustic losses and
better optical properties. Though other bonding method may
be used in the microelectronic process, the platform that
would allow Sensitive electronic monitoring is the piezo

resonant frequencies shifts caused by mechanical, electrical
perturbations, chemical or biochemical equivalent. With this
is immersed in water, it will be deposited in ion-conducting
electrolyte. The resolution of the sensors are determined by
the resonance frequency shift in response to the external
perturbations and the capacity of the monitoring electronics
to accurately measure the frequency Since H-LIST allows
amplification of electronic Signals detected by the multi

functional sensors (215). In this, the oxidized particles are

reduced, enabling a change in carrier concentration of the

electric sensors (180) shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 6 or the
cantilever sensor (210) shown in FIG. 3 and FIG. 6 both
designed in a wearable fashion outfit (30).
0064. With these, bulk and surface acoustic wave reso
nators (500) are used for multifunctional, physical, and

semiconductor oxide substrate (560) to enhance sensitivity

sensors and the like. The resonator-based sensor (500)

film (430) is deposited on the piezoelectric resonant line
(570), additional acoustic shear wave modes that will not

chemical Sensing, and includes other Sensors like Viscosity
measures resonance frequency shift Such as in Surface
plasmun resonance SpectroScope, caused by mechanical,
chemical, or electrical perturbation of the boundary condi

tions on the active interface (300). These electrical pertur
bations occur in metal films (543) with different conductiv
ity values deposited on the resonator (500), enabling various
loading effects in the liquid and solid media (505), which
will damp the oscillations (514) of the resonator (500) and
modify the sensor resolution. The resolution of the sensor is
determined by the resonance frequency shift response to the
external perturbations, adding the capacity of the monitoring
electronics to accurately measure the frequency shift within
the detection environment and enabling damping of the

oscillation (514), which is caused by the acoustic energy
drained when free quartz resonance (510) is brought to
contact with solid liquid medium (505). The system uses
resonators Such as mechanical resonators (500) to measure

through doping to modify the carrier concentration and
mobility, or through micro Structured changes by the reduc
tion of oxide particle sizes. In all teachings of the H-LIST
device, the film processing allows the understanding of thin
film deposition processes like chemical vapor condensation
or Sputtering, and Screen-printing or tape casting. AS the thin
couple electrically to fluid are used to avoid heavy loss of
acoustic energy. Each film will detect a corresponding gas
component. Still in other embodiment, Silicon and a non
piezoelectric Substrate are used to configure a Surface acous
tical wave to enable detection Selectivity and Sensitivity.

With this, inter-digital transducers (315) are coated with
ZnO, which is a piezoelectric material that could be depos
ited using reactive magnetron Sputtering. The Surface acous

tic wave line (570), which is enabled when the sensing

coating changes its mechanical parameters in the presence of
the gas to which partial pressure is measured, will enable the
resonant frequency shifts due to the Surface acoustic wave

propagation velocity. The surface acoustic wave line (570) is

coated with passive glass film for calibration, allowing the
pattern recognition techniques to be administered and com
municative to analyze the Signals coming from the various
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sensor arrays (330). The resonator (500) has a maximum

conductivity and behaves like a resistor corresponding to a

Zero phase shift. In another embodiment, wind current (804)
traveling through waves (820), such as radio wave or

micro-wave are coded and empowered by a wind energy

source (830). Such that, the operation of the wind energy
source (830) is interactive with at least a turbine (840) for

emitting matching energies in anticipatory of possible
energy generated by any possible chemical combination or
biological agent combination that are possible of resulting in
the creation of weapons of mass destruction. Wherein, Said
emitted energy interacts with traveling energy for analysis
and communicates thereon, and wherein Said emitted energy

from at least a wind energy source (830) periodically
empowers the sensitivity of at least a wired outfit (10a) for

detection and analysis of weapons of mass destruction. Such
weapons of mass destruction include Verbal aerial commu
nication between enemy networkS Such as networks run by

a terrorist groups. The wind energy source (830) is linked
with the wind fiber tower (71) to enable interactive networks
for communication indicative of homeland Security in
H-LIST

0065. In another embodiment, a paste or ink (585) is

printed on a Suitable Substrate with two-stage heat treatment
to form a dense layer with a favorable structure. Still in

another embodiment, the paste (585), which is of powder

mixed with an organic medium and a binder, collaborate the
correct theological properties to deposit layers of Sensor

materials on the substrate. The paste (585), which contains

nanoparticles, is deposited in different Substrates and heated
at various temperatures to obtain the required dimension of

the film (430), enabling reactive Sputtering processes or

Vapor deposition process that is Superior for the use of
H-LIST in mobile monitoring and security. Still in another
embodiment, a low temperature and pressure deposited

aluminum Nitride “AIN” thin film (316) is used to integrate

with microelectronic devices and Sensors with conventional

photolithographic patterning technique, embedded in a sili

con Substrate (205), and etched on a micro-fibered fabric
material (220) for the design of outfit (10a). Other materials
that are not mentioned in the invention could be used as a
fabric to etch the embedded sensor on the silicon Substrate

(205). A flexural plate wave gravimeter sensor fabricated
from SOI wafers will enable the aluminum nitride “AIN.”
(316) to be deposited on its Surface, allowing the integrated
digital transducers (315) to act on the piezoelectric alumi
num nitride layer to enable the lunching and detection of

plate waves on a thin silicon membrane (190), which is
coated with binding-site specific polymers, Such that a
change in the Silicon membrane resonance frequency will

detect a change in the piezoelectric crystal mass (265) as a
result of a Subsequent change in the membrane mass (195).

The binding of the associated antibody/antigen caused by
Specific recognition would result in mass increase and
decrease in frequency. The change of frequency reflects the
presence and amount of the targets. In another embodiment,

the piezoelectric AIN thin film (316) is deposited on a glass
and or ceramic Substrates and embedded in a Silicon material

to improve the flexibility of the sensors (180), (200), and
(200a) etched in a micro-fibered material (220) to enable a

lining fabric, allowing Specific designs that could be pre
scribed for any fashion outfit wearable for security moni

toring of deadly gases (700) and explosives (600). The
achievement is obtained by manipulating the Structure of the
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film by controlling the deposition parameter precisely. How
ever, both nanopowder and nanostructured film are utilized
in the processes. NanoStructured materials are the essentials
to achieving high gas Sensitivity, but the technique requires
desired oxide composition with a specific dopant and few
processing StepS. Oxide materials are made more Sensitive
by introducing dopants, which have unique gas absorption
characteristics and utilizes materials with Specific catalytic
properties to enhance gas Sensitivity.
0066. The drawings clearly outline the scope and
embodiment of the instant invention. As per FIG. 12, the
following components are further explained.
0067) 1C1=CPU
0068 1C2=RFID Chip reader
0069) L1+L2-LED
0070 S1=ASPDT “Automatic momentary single pole
double throw Switch, for transmitting and receiving
Signals.
0071 CI=Electrolytic capacitor
0072 C2=imf capacitor
0073 C3=imf capacitor
0074) Q1=Infrared or general purpose Silicon transistor
0075) O2=Phototransistor detector

0076) L1=Infrared LED emitter
0077 M1=Speaker/microphone
0078 R1 through R10=Resistors
0079. It is to be understood that the scope of the present
invention is not limited to the above description, but encom
passes the following claims,
What is claimed:

1. A home-land intelligent System's technology compris
ing at least a Sensor embedded in at least a Silicon Substrate
and etched in at least a micro-fibered material designed in a
wired outfit to enable at least an effective Sensory platform
for enabling detection and interactive monitoring and com
munication of terrorist activities, movements, and for

enabling detection and interactive monitoring and commu
nication of pre-use and/or post use of deadly weapons Such
as chemical, biological, nuclear, radiological gases and
explosives in a randomly patrolling commercial and battle
field environment and enable wireleSS communication

thereon, comprising:
A detection means,
A Sensor means,

Receiving means, including at least an RFID chip and/or
at least an FM receiver for receiving Signals and
Outputting modulating Signals to a processing means;
Transmitting means, for generating coded signals and
outputting at least Said generated Signal to a receiving
means and for enabling comparing of Said generated
Signal with at least a detected Signal;
Antenna means, for receiving and outputting coded Sig
nals through radio wave transmission from at least a
transmitting means to at least a receiving means and for
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receiving frequency Signals from at least a Sensor
indicative of interactive communication within at least

a monitoring System;
At least a Sensor means for operating on at least a defined
principles of detection to enable detection of Said
deadly weapons in at least a gaseous phase, a liquid
phase, a Solid phase, and at least an applied explosive
phase;
Means for interactively enabling wireleSS communication
to home-land Security monitoring Stations, Security
perSonnel, and other plurality Security agencies when
Said deadly gases and explosives are Sensed
Control means, for providing Status on detected gases
and/or explosives to a communication means and for
enabling interactive wireleSS communication thereon;
and

Interactive monitoring means, including a wearable jacket

7. The home-land intelligent system's technology of
claim 6, wherein Said Sensing means includes at least an
RFID code-able chip for enabling detection of weapons of
mass destruction and wherein Said code-able Sensing means
includes means for enabling detection of Sudden change in
human's pulsation within Said assigned detection environ
ment or battlefield assignment to enable interactive commu
nication through at least a wireleSS networking means to at
least a defined Security and communication Station.
8. The home-land intelligent system's technology of
claim 6, wherein Said means for enabling interactive com
munication includes at least a receptor and wherein Said
means for enabling interactive communication includes at
least a cell phone and/or a two-way radio, whereby Said
interactive communication means includes means for

empowering Said Sensory platform to enable recognition of
at least a received signal generated by Said Sensory platform
for enable electronic Simulation of responses indicative of at
least a detection and for enabling interactive wireleSS com

with Sensors embedded in a Silicon Substrate and etched

munication thereon.

inside at least a jacket lining or Outfit, for generating
Said coded Signal of at least a Sensed agent in Said
randomly patrolling environment and enabling interac

9. The home-land security system's technology of claim
5, wherein Said Sensing means for generating data includes
at least a control means for enabling interactive wireleSS

tive communication thereon.

2. The home-land intelligent System's technology of
claim 1, wherein Said interactive processing means includes
at least a microprocessor means connected to at least a
memory and wherein Said interactive processor means inter
faces With at least an analyte chamber for providing Signal
communication there-between and for filtering out Said
Signal output, enabling improve Signal to noise ratio in at
least a pattern of recognized detection and communication
clarity.
3. The home-land intelligent System's technology of
claim 1, wherein Said radio frequency Signal generated by at
least a transmitter is matched with Said pattern of detection
Signal generated by at least a biological and/or chemical
gases and wherein Said radio frequency identification
“RFID' signal generated by at least a transmitter is matched
with Said pattern of recognized detection Signals generated
by at least a deadly weapon Such as an explosive device.
4. The home-land intelligent System's technology of
claim 1, wherein Said Sensing means includes at least a
Sensor embedded in a Silicon Substrate and wherein Said

embedded Sensor is etched in a material fabric for enabling
a Sensory platform for Sensing and generating data indicative
of biological, chemical, nuclear, radiological agents detec
tion and for generating data indicative of a gaseous and or
explosive detection to enable interactive communication
through Said material fabric designed outfit to at least a
network of Security agencies.
5. The home-land intelligent system's technology of
claim 4, wherein Said Sensing means for generating data
enables detection of human's heartbeat and respiratory Sys
tem through at least a code-able System interactively com
municating with at least an RFID chip indicative of com
municating the same to at least a network of Security
agencies thereon.
6. The home-land intelligent System's technology of
claim 5, wherein Said Sensing and detection means for
enabling Said interactive communication includes interfac
ing with multiple processors in communication with Security
agencies networks to enable at least a shared data with at
least a military communication and monitoring means.

communication there-between indicative of at least a Sensed

gaseous agent and/or explosives within at least a defined
vicinity common to assigning at least a perSonnel to duties
Such as Security monitoring and/or battlefield engagement,
and wherein Such duties includes at least randomly patrol
ling Said vicinity within said assigned environment.
10. The home-land intelligent System's technology com
prising Sensors embedded in at least a Silicon Substrate,
wherein Said Silicon Substrate is etched in a micro-fibered

material and wired in an outfit designed to improve the
effectiveness of a detection platform for monitoring deadly
weapons Such as biological, chemical, nuclear, radiological
weapons in at least a gaseous phase and/or applied explo
Sives and/or explosive elements in a randomly patrolling
environment and enabling interactive wireleSS communica
tion thereon, comprising:
Receiving means for receiving Signal communication
from at least a transmitter;

Means for verifying Said Signal communication and for
enabling interactive wireleSS communication through
transmitting Signals from Said transmitting means when
at least a Sensed signal or at least a detection Signal is
enabled;

Control means for receiving Signal from Said detection
platform means and for receiving Signal from at least a
transmitting means to enable communication indicative
of a gaseous or explosive detection environment;
Means for transforming detection Signals. Such as at least
a chemical information into an energy form
Means for interactively enabling wireleSS communication
to home-land Security monitoring Stations and other
plurality Security agencies when Said deadly gases and
explosives are Sensed
Control means in communication with Said processing
means for providing Status on detected gases and/or
explosives to a communication means and for enabling
interactive wireleSS communication thereon;
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Means for enabling audio Vocal/audio visual communi
cation in response to a Sensed signal indicative of at
least a detection of weapons of mass destruction; and
Processing means for coordinating transient signals and
for receiving Sensed signal communication indicative
of Said detection output.
11. The home-land intelligent Systems technology of
claim 10, wherein Said Sensing means includes at least a
person wearing at least an outfit having at least a Sensory
platform indicative of detection means, and wherein Said
Sensing means embedded in Said outfit includes means for
transforming at least a biological energy into useful analyti
cal Signal responsive for enabling communication thereon.
12. The home-land intelligent System's technology of
claim 11, wherein Said Sensing means includes a wearable
outfit and wherein Said wearable outfit includes means for

transforming at least a chemical energy into useful analytical
Signal, generating data to at least a control means for
enabling interactive wireleSS communication there-between
indicative of at least a Sensed gaseous agent and/or explo
Sives within at least a defined vicinity common to assigning
at least a perSonnel to duties Such as Security monitoring
and/or battlefield engagement, and wherein Such duties
includes at least randomly patrolling Said vicinity within
Said assigned environment.
13. The home-land intelligent system's technology of
claim 12, wherein Said Sensing means includes a wearable
outfit and wherein Said wearable outfit includes means for

transforming at least the energy generated from explosive
devices into useful analytical signal for generating data
indicative of contextual analysis includes at least a control
means for enabling interactive wireleSS communication
there-between indicative of at least a Sensed gaseous agent
and/or explosives within at least a defined vicinity common
to assigning at least a perSonnel to duties Such as Security
monitoring and/or battlefield engagement, and wherein Such
duties includes at least randomly patrolling Said vicinity
within Said assigned environment.
14. The home-land intelligent System's technology of
claim 13, wherein Said Sensing means includes an outfit
having at least Sensor circuitry comprising a detection
platform having at least a monitoring means in communi
cation with a detection means for enabling detection of
deadly weapons and the characteristics affecting the Safety
of at least an environment, wherein Said Sensory circuitry
having means for analyzing Said communication signal from
at least a Sensor indicative of detecting at least a chemical
energy and wherein Said Sensing means for detecting chemi
cal energy detect weapons of mass destruction Such as at
least energy from explosive devices, and includes means for
enabling Signal transformation from at least an energy
Source into detecting gases and/or explosives carried by a
perSon or in a perSon's body and for detecting gases and/or
explosives in a transportation equipment within the vicinity
of a randomly patrolling environment.
15. The home-land intelligent system's technology of
claim 14, wherein Said Sensing means includes means for
transforming at least the effects of electrochemical interac
tion with at least an analyte electrode into useful Signal
communication, and wherein Said Sensor circuit comprises
at least a Sensor means embedded in at least a Silicon

Substrate, Said embedded Sensor means and Said Silicon
Substrate are etched in at least a re-enforced micro-fibered

material, for enabling detection through at least a platform

indicative of contextual characteristics influential to at least

a change in environmental conditions and/or situations.
16. The home-land intelligent system's technology for
monitoring weapons of mass destruction Such as at least
gaseous and explosive devices in the vicinity of at least a
randomly patrolling environment, Said environment having
means for analyzing Signal communication from at least a
Sensor means, wherein Said means for analyzing Said Signal
communication from Said Sensor means comprises at least
an antenna means coupled to the Said Sensor means, and
wherein Said Sensor means includes at least a transmitter for

energizing at least a detection platform for enabling ana
lyzed data transmission through interactive wireleSS com
munication with at least a wireleSS control means, compris
ing;
Means for receiving radio frequency from at least a
Sensor,

Means for receiving radio frequency signal from at least
an environment;

Means for transmitting output signals to a location exter
nal to Said randomly patrolling environment;
Means for filtering out Signal output;
Means for Storing coded data indicative of Said Sensed
Signal and Said detection Signal indicative of predeter
mined detection signal input/output;
Means for upgrading energy level of Said detection plat
form and at least a communication device;

Sensor circuitry means comprising a detection platform
having at least a monitoring means for communicating
detection of characteristics affecting environmental
conditions and Safety;
interactive wireleSS communication means for analyzing
Sensed communication signals from at least a Sensor for
enabling a network communication thereof, and
wireleSS control means for controlling contextual Signal
transmission and Signal receivable indicative of detec
tion characteristics:

17. The home-land intelligent system's technology of
claim 16, wherein Said Sensing means includes a wearable
outfit and wherein Said wearable outfit includes means for

measuring at least a change in electrical properties caused by
the interaction of at least an analyte, Said analyte not limited
to metal oxide and/or Semiconductor gas Sensor, but includes
at least a Sensor embedded in a Silicon Substrate and etched

in at least a re-enforced micro fibered material for Sensing
and generating data indicative of biological, chemical,
nuclear, radiological agents detection and for generating
data indicative of a gaseous and or explosive detection,
wherein Said data is responsive for initiating mass destruc
tion, for enabling interactive communication through control
means, a processor means, and Said micro fibered material
fabric designed in at least an outfit to enable contextual
detection of at least an agent influential to Said mass destruc
tion, and enabling network communication with Security
agencies thereon.
18. The home-land intelligent system's technology of
claim 17, wherein Said Sensing means includes a Senor
circuitry in a wearable outfit and wherein Said wearable
outfit includes means for transforming mass change at a
modified Surface caused by at least a mass absorption of at
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least an analyte at an oscillator into a change of property of
a Support material responsive for analyzing Signal commu

for enabling communication in response to detection of at
least a weapons of mass destruction and for enabling pro

nication from Sensor means with at least an antenna means

tection thereon.

coupled to the Sensor means, wherein Said Sensor means
includes at least a transmitter for energizing the detection
platform responsible for enabling analyzed data transmis
Sion through interactive wireleSS communication to at least

25. A home-land intelligent System's technology of claim
24, wherein Said means for emitting Said energy from at least
a wind energy Source comprises at least a Second means for
regenerating Said energy indicative of utilizing at least a
natural energy means to enable electrical energy for empow
ering of at least a Security monitoring and detection device
in remote locations indicative of enabling recharging of at
least a detection means responsive for Signaling in response
to detection of weapons of mass destruction and for enabling
protection thereon.
26. The home-land intelligent System's technology of
claim 19, wherein Said Sensing means with Said embedded

a wireleSS control means.

19. The home-land intelligent system's technology of
claim 18, wherein Said Sensing means includes a data Storage
means in connection with at least a wearable outfit having at
least embedded Sensors in at least a Silicon Substrate and
wherein said wearable outfit with said embedded silicon are

etched in at least a micro-fibered material for enabling a
detection platform and includes an attachable receptor
means for empowering the detection platform and for trans
forming changes in optical phenomena due to at least an
interaction of an analyte with a receptor part indicative of at
least a Sensed gaseous agent and/or explosives within at least
a defined vicinity common to assigning at least a perSonnel
to duties Such as Security monitoring and/or battlefield
engagement, and wherein Such duties includes at least
randomly patrolling Said vicinity within Said assigned envi
rOnment.

20. The home-land intelligent system's technology of
claim 16, wherein Said means for upgrading Said energy
level of Said detection System includes an energy empow
ering means, and wherein said energy empowering means
includes means for charging Said energy to empower at least
a receptor and/or a detection platform.
21. The home-land intelligent System's technology of
claim 16, wherein Said means for transforming chemical
information into an energy form transforms at least a chemi
cal energy into useful analytical Signal for generating data to
at least a control means, Said control means responsive for
enabling interactive wireleSS communication there-between
indicative of at least a Sensed gaseous agent and/or explo
Sives within at least a defined vicinity common to assigning
at least a perSonnel to duties Such as Security monitoring
and/or battlefield engagement, and wherein Such duties
includes at least randomly patrolling Said vicinity within
Said assigned environment, and wherein Said means for
transforming energy to locations external to Said randomly
patrolling area includes at least a receptor and or a cellphone
and or a two-way radio.
22. The home-land intelligent System's technology of
claim 21, wherein Said wearable outfit includes at least a
micro fibered material and/or a fabricated micro-fibered
material in combination with a mixture of at least a Second
material.

23. A home-land intelligent System's technology of claim
20, wherein Said means for upgrading Said energy level of at
least a detection and/or communication device includes at

least a wind energy Source having means responsive for
wirelessly energizing at least a receptor and/or a wired outfit.
24. A home-land intelligent System's technology of claim
23, wherein Said wind energy Source enables interactive
communication with at least a turbine responsive for emit
ting energy, and wherein Said emitted energy from Said
turbine is empowered through at least a wave frequency in
response to Said empowerment rate indicative of recharging
at least a detection device for enabling Signaling and at least

Sensors in a wearable outfit includes at least a micro electro

mechanical System.
27. The home-land intelligent system's technology for
monitoring weapons of mass destruction Such as at least a
gaseous and explosive devices in the vicinity of at least a
randomly patrolling environment having means for analyZ
ing Signal communication from at least a Sensor means,
wherein Said means for analyzing Said Signal communica
tion from Said Sensor means comprises at least an antenna
means coupled to the Said Sensor means, and wherein Said
Sensor means includes at least a transmitter for energizing
Said detection platform and enabling analyzed data trans
mission through interactive wireleSS communication with at
least a wireleSS control means, and wherein Said Sensor

means includes at least a wearable outfit for enabling at least
a homeland based mobile detection, protection, and moni
toring System, for protecting at least an assigned location of
at least a Site, wherein Said homeland based mobile detec

tion, protection, and monitoring System's outfit enables
System portability having at least a Sensor for deploying
pattern of Signals indicative of Signals of matching weapons
of mass destructions, for enabling detection of agents of at
least weapons of mass destruction, wherein Said outfit for
detecting, protecting, and monitoring at least Said agent,
comprises,
A System of Sensors for detecting deployment of at least
a biological agent,
A System of Sensors for detecting the deployment of at
least a chemical agent;
A System of Sensors for detecting the deployment of at
least an explosive device;
A Sensor System for detecting deployment of at least a
radioactive agent
At least a Sensing means embedded in a Silicon Substrate,
wherein Said embedded Sensors are etched into at least

a micro-fibered fabric material;

Means for attaching said micro-fibered fabric material
into a portable System in at least a wearable outfit, for
Sensing at least a weapon of mass destructions, and for
producing analog to digital Signal representation
thereof; and

A converting means for receiving Said Signal and for
analyzing Said Signal in relation to a wind pattern
representation of at least Said weapon of mass destruc
tion, and for converting Said Signal of mass destruction
into a digital communication Signal thereon.
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28. A wearable homeland based mobile detection, protec
tion, and monitoring System's outfit as claimed in 27,
wherein Said System's outfit enables at least a mobile
detection in at least a pattern recognition means comprises
a monitoring network for Sensing and generating data
indicative of biological, chemical, nuclear, radiological
agents detection and for generating data indicative of a
gaseous and or explosive detection to enabling interactive
communication through at least a control means and/or a
processor means, and wherein Said micro fibered material
fabric is designed in at least Said outfit to enable contextual
detection, protection, and monitoring of at least an agent
influential in environmental mass destruction, and enabling
network communication with Security agencies thereon.
29. A wearable homeland based mobile detection, protec
tion and monitoring System as claimed in 27, wherein Said
Sensing means includes an outfit having at least Sensor
circuitry comprising a detection platform having at least a
monitoring means in communication with a detection means
for enabling detection of deadly weapons and the charac
teristics affecting the Safety of at least an environment,
wherein Said Sensory circuitry having means for analyzing
Said communication signal from at least a Sensor indicative
of detecting chemical energy and wherein Said Sensing
means for detecting chemical energy detects explosive
energy, and includes means for enabling Signal transforma
tion from at least an energy Source into detecting gases
and/or explosives carried by a perSon or in a perSon's body
and for detecting gases and/or explosives in a transportation
equipment within the vicinity of a randomly patrolling
environment, wherein Said converting means derives said
communication signal from at least a matching wind pattern
Signal integral to at least an analog signal communication
30. A wearable homeland based mobile detection, protec
tion and monitoring means as claimed in 28, wherein Said
Sensor means is embedded in at least a temperature control
means in a Sensory platform, wherein Said Sensory platform
is etched in at least a fabric, Said fabric comprises means for
protecting at least a human body from body bacterial,
wherein said body bacterial includes a body odor and
possible environmental effects from applied weapons of
mass destruction indicative of contextual characteristics

influential to at least a change in environmental conditions.
31. A wearable homeland based mobile detection, protec
tion and monitoring means as claimed in 29, wherein Said
material for the design of at least an outfit is made of at least
a micro-fiber for measuring a change in electrical properties
caused by the interaction of at least an analyte and wherein
Said analyte is not limited to metal oxide and or Semicon
ductor gas Sensor, but includes at least a Sensor embedded in
a Silicon Substrate and etched in at least Said re-enforced

micro fibered material for Sensing and generating data
indicative of biological, chemical, nuclear, radiological
agents detection and for generating data indicative of a
gaseous and or explosive detection and enabling interactive
wireleSS communication through a control means, a proces
Sor means, and Said micro fibered material fabric designed
in at least an outfit to enable contextual detection of at least

an agent influential in mass destruction, and enabling net
work communication with Security agencies thereon.
32. A wearable homeland based mobile detection, protec
tion and monitoring means as claimed in 31, wherein Said at
least a micro-fibered material is structured and arranged to
adapt to change in temperature when at least an environ
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mental temperature condition is in at least an extreme point
for protecting at least a person wearing Said outfit from at
least an uncomfortable temperature condition and for trans
forming mass change at a modified Surface caused by at least
a mass absorption of at least an analyte at an oscillator into
a change of property of a Support material, analyzing Signal
communication from Sensor means with at least an antenna

means coupled to the Sensor means, wherein Said Sensor
means and Said temperature control means includes at least
a transmitter for energizing the detection platform to enable
analyzed data transmission through interactive wireleSS
communication to at least a wireleSS control means.

33. A mobile homeland intelligent system's technology
for monitoring terrorist activities and for monitoring enemy
line in a battle field, wherein Said homeland intelligent
System's technology includes a wearable outfit which is
portable and enables detection and protection against weap
ons of mass destruction, and includes a processing means for
receiving and processing analog and digital Signals, Said
processing means comprises at least a pattern of recognition
technique, wherein Said technique enables means for deter
mining if Said processed signal contains at least a pattern
common to the deployment of at least a weapon of mass
destruction responsive for confirming at least a detection,
and wherein Said processing means responsive for initiating
employment of perSonnel indicative of the responding rate
of respondent initiation for containment of Said weapon, Said
terrorist and/or said perSon desiring deployment of at least
said weapon of mass destruction to enable communication
Signals indicative of contextual characteristics influential to
at least a change in environmental conditions enforced by at
least the use of Said weapons of mass destruction and/or the
detection of Said perSon, comprising
A System of Sensors for detecting deployment of at least
a biological agent,
A System of Sensors for detecting the deployment of at
least a chemical agent;
A System of Sensors for detecting the deployment of at
least an explosive device;
A Sensor System for detecting deployment of at least a
radioactive agent
At least a Sensing means embedded in a Silicon Substrate,
wherein Said embedded Sensors are etched into at least

a micro-fibered fabric material;

Means for attaching said micro-fibered fabric material
into a portable System to enable at least a wearable
outfit, for Sensing at least a weapon of mass destruc
tions and for producing analog to digital signal repre
Sentation thereof;

A control means in connection with Said processing
means responsive for Said communication means,
WireleSS communication means for initiating deployment
of at least trained agents when deployment of at least
weapon of mass destruction is Sensed;
Means for enabling wirelessly communicating with plu
rality networks
Method of obtaining analog or digital algorithm for
detection of weapon of mass destruction with a portable
computer based receptor to determine deployment rate
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of deployable weapons of mass destruction having an
adjustable pattern of recognition technique comprising
the Steps of detecting possible combination of weapons
of mass destruction;

Method of generating transportable electrical energy for
recharging battle field electronic devices,
A portable means for obtaining analog or digital data
representation of terrorist communication and activities
for which a weapon of mass destruction is intended to
be used, wherein Said data being obtained from wind
energy pattern common to at least waves generated by
the composition of weapons of mass destruction in
which protection is desired, and wherein a combination
of all Such waves constituting a library for detection of
terrorist activities and/or detection of weapons of mass
destruction.

34. A mobile homeland intelligent System's technology as
claimed in claim 33, wherein Said Sensor means comprises
pattern recognition algorithm for enabling a monitoring
network for Sensing and generating data indicative of bio
logical, chemical, nuclear, radiological agents detection and
for generating data indicative of a gaseous and or explosive
detection to enabling interactive communication through at
least a control means and/or a processor means, and wherein
Said micro fibered material fabric is designed in at least Said
outfit to enable contextual detection, protection, and moni
toring of at least an agent influential to environmental mass
destruction responsive for enabling network communication
with Security agencies thereon.
35. A mobile homeland intelligent System's technology as
claimed in claim 33, wherein Said pattern recognition
includes at least an optical character recognition technique
responsive for enabling a detection platform having at least
a monitoring means in communication with a detection
means for enabling detection of deadly weapons and the
characteristics affecting the Safety of at least an environ
ment, wherein at least a Sensory circuitry having means for
analyzing Said communication signal from at least a Sensor
is enabled indicative of detecting chemical energy, and
wherein Said Sensing circuitry for detecting chemical energy
detects explosive energy, and includes means for enabling
Signal transformation from at least an energy Source into
detecting gases and/or explosives carried by a perSon or in
a perSon's body and for detecting gases and/or explosives in
a transportation equipment within the vicinity of a randomly
patrolling environment, wherein Said transformation means
derives Said communication signal from at least a matching
wind pattern Signal integral to at least an analog to digital
Signal communication.
36. A mobile homeland intelligent System's technology as
claimed in claim 35, wherein Said pattern recognition
includes at least a voice recognition technique through at
least a Sensory means embedded in at least a temperature
control means for enabling a Sensory platform, wherein Said
Sensory platform is etched in at least a fabric, Said fabric
comprises means for protecting at least a human body from
body bacterial, and wherein Said body bacterial includes a
body odor and possible environmental effects from said
applied weapons of mass destruction indicative of contex
tual characteristics influential to at least a change in envi

includes at least a military target identification technique
responsive for measuring a change in electrical properties
caused by the interaction of at least an analyte, and wherein
Said analyte is not limited to metal oxide and or Semicon
ductor gas Sensor, but includes at least a Sensor embedded in
a Silicon Substrate and etched in at least Said re-enforced

micro fibered material to enable at least an outfit responsive
for Sensing and generating data indicative of biological,
chemical, nuclear, radiological agents detection and for
generating data indicative of a gaseous and or explosive
detection and enabling interactive communication through
control means, a processor means, and wherein Said micro
fibered material fabric designed to enable contextual detec
tion of at least an agent influential in mass destruction and
enabling network communication with perSonnel and other
Security agencies thereon.
38. A mobile homeland intelligent system's technology as
claimed in claim 37, wherein Said Sensor means comprises
at least a System for detecting at least a Systematic pattern of
composed weapons of mass destruction and enable detection
of at least a change in temperature when at least an envi
ronmental temperature condition is in at least an extreme
point for protecting at least a person wearing Said outfit
indicative of at least an uncomfortable temperature condi
tion and for transforming mass change at a modified Surface
caused by at least a mass absorption of at least an analyte at
an oscillator into a change of property of a Support material
responsive for analyzing Said Signal communication from
the Sensory means through at least an antenna means
coupled to the Sensory means, wherein Said Sensory means
and Said temperature control means includes at least a
transmitter for energizing the detection platform to enable
analyzed data transmission through the antenna to enable
interactive wireleSS communication to at least a wireleSS

control means and/or network.

39. A mobile homeland intelligent system's technology as
claimed in claim 34, wherein additional data is input into at
least a receptor, Said additional data is output into at least a
network means indicative of at least a pattern recognition
means, and wherein Said receptor uses Said additional data
to enable interactive communication between the Said recep
tor and the Said network responsive for transforming at least
a chemical energy into useful analytical Signal for generat
ing contextual data to at least a control means, Said control
means enabling interactive wireleSS communication there
between indicative of at least a Sensed gaseous agent and/or
explosives within at least a defined vicinity common to
assigning at least a perSonnel to duties Such as Security
monitoring and/or battlefield engagement, and wherein Such
duties includes at least randomly patrolling Said vicinity
within Said assigned environment, and wherein Said means
for transforming energy to locations external to Said ran
domly patrolling area includes any of at least a receptor, a
cell phone and/or a two way radio.
40. A mobile homeland intelligent System's technology as
claimed in claim 39, wherein Said additional data comprises
data from anticipatory Sensing of at least a weapon of mass
destruction responsive for enabling means for transforming
mass change at a modified Surface caused by at least a mass
absorption of at least an analyte at an oscillator into a change
of property of a Support material, and analyzing Signal

ronmental conditions.

communication from a Sensor means with at least an antenna

37. A mobile homeland intelligent System's technology as
claimed in claim 36, wherein Said pattern recognition

means coupled to the Sensor means, wherein Said Sensor
means includes at least a transmitter for energizing the
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detection platform to enable rapid analysis of data transmis
Sion through interactive wireleSS communication to at least
a wireleSS control means.

41. A mobile homeland intelligent System's technology as
claimed in claim 40, wherein Said additional data comprises
data from at least a network computer, and wherein Said
network computer includes means for diagnosing terrorism
readineSS having at least Sensor circuitry comprising a
detection platform with at least a monitoring means in
communication with a detection means for enabling detec
tion of deadly weapons and the characteristics affecting the
Safety of at least an environment, wherein at least a Sensory
circuitry having means for analyzing Said communication
Signal from at least a Sensor is enabled, indicative of
detecting chemical energy and wherein Said Sensing means
for detecting chemical energy detects explosive energy and
includes means for enabling Signal transformation from at
least an energy Source into detecting gases and/or explosives
carried by a perSon or in a person's body, and for detecting
gases and/or explosives in a transportation equipment trav
eling within the vicinity of a randomly patrolling environ
ment.

42. A mobile homeland intelligent System's technology as
claimed in claim 41, wherein Said processing means com
prises at least an identification means for identifying foreign
objects in at least wind waves occupying at least an assigned
environment and enabling means for transforming at least
Said identified foreign object effect on Said wind wave
electrochemical interaction with at least an analyte electrode
into a useful signal communication indicative of at least a
detection Sensory circuit comprises at least a Sensor means
embedded in at least a Silicon Substrate, wherein Said embed
ded Sensor means and Said Silicon Substrate are etched in at

least a re-enforced micro-fibered material for enabling
detection through at least a platform responsive for contex
tual characteristics influential to at least a change in envi
ronmental conditions.

43. A mobile homeland intelligent System's technology as
claimed in claim 42, wherein Said processing means for
identifying foreign objects in wind waves, comprises at least
a converting means coupled to Said object identification
pattern means for receiving analog signal and for converting
Said analog signal into digital Signal communication indica
tive of gaseous and explosive device detection in the vicinity
of at least a randomly patrolling environment, Said proceSS
ing means having means for analyzing Signal communica
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tion from at least a Sensor means, wherein Said Sensor means

responsive for initiating analyzing data Signals responsive
for enabling communication from Said Sensor means to at
least an antenna means coupled to the Said Sensor means,

wherein Said Sensor means includes at least a transmitter for

energizing the detection platform to enable wireleSS com
munication thereon.

44. A mobile homeland intelligent System's technology as
claimed in 33, wherein Said method comprises at least a
battle ship means responsive for utilizing objects of nature
to generating electrical energy for energizing combat
devices and responsible for enabling detection and protec
tion against weapons of mass destruction and includes a
processing means for receiving and processing analog and
digital signals, Said processing means comprises at least a
pattern of recognition technique, wherein Said technique
enables means for determining if Said processed signal
contains at least a pattern common to the deployment of at
least a weapon of mass destruction, for confirming at least
a detection responsive for initiating employment of perSon
nel indicative to responding to the rate of respondent initia
tion for containment of Said terrorist or perSon desiring
deployment of at least Said weapon of mass destruction and
enable communication signals indicative of contextual char
acteristics influential to at least a change in environmental
conditions enforced by at least the use of Said weapons of
mass destruction.

45. A mobile homeland intelligent Systems technology as
claimed in 44, wherein said generated electrical energy
responsive to Said energized means for transporting data and
enabling at least a means for recharging battlefield portable
electronic devices wirelessly to amplify signals responsive
for generating data through at least a control means, Said
control means enabling interactive wireleSS communication
there-between indicative of at least a Sensed gaseous agent
and/or explosives within at least a defined vicinity common
to assigning at least a perSonnel to duties Such as Security
monitoring and/or battlefield engagement, and wherein Such
duties includes at least randomly patrolling Said vicinity
within Said assigned environment, and wherein Said means
for transforming energy to locations external to Said ran
domly patrolling area includes at least an outfit, a receptor,
and/or a cell phone, and/or a two-way radio.

